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Abstract 
For every natural number n > 1, we construct a metric space X such that every continuous 
map f : X’ --t Xm is uniformly continuous whenever k < n - 1 but the category of all continuous 
maps of the spaces X,X*,. . . , X” admits no full embedding into the category of all uniformly 
continuous maps of all powers of X and vice versa. 
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1. Introduction and the Main Theorem 
In [ 151, semirigid spaces were introduced. By means of them, metric spaces X, Y with 
isomorphic monoids of continuous selfmaps and nonisomorphic clones were constructed. 
(Let us recall that a clone of continuous maps of a space X is the full subcategory of 
Top, the category of all topological spaces and all continuous maps, generated by all the 
finite powers of X.) The problem of the existence of topological spaces X, Y with the 
monoids of continuous selfmaps isomorphic and the clones not elementarily equivalent 
in the first order language of the clone theory is stated as Problem 1 in the monograph 
[ 131. The method used in [ 151 for the solution of the above problem is rather general 
and, after suitable modifications, it admits to solve also other problems concerning maps 
of powers of structures. Let us mention that the full embedding results in e.g. [ 6-12,141 
and others do not investigate explicitly also products. 
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The results about clones can be, in a way, regarded as results simultaneously about 
morphisms and about products (where clones of objects of concrete categories with 
finite concrete products are defined analogously as in Top). Let us recall in this context 
the result about the clones of rigid structures. We recall that a topological space X 
is called rigid if every continuous selfmap of X is either identical or constant. [The 
first rigid Ti-space X with card X > 1 was constructed by de Groot in [ 31; in [ 21, 
a rigid nondegenerate metric continuum was constructed.] By [ 41 and [ 51, if X is 
a Hausdorff rigid space, then, for every cardinal number n, every continuous map 
f : X” --+ X is either a constant or a projection. As explicitly stated in [ 131, for 
natural numbers n, the proof does not use the topology: if X is an object of a concrete 
category with finite concrete products and constant morphisms such that cardX > 3 
and the identity is the unique nonconstant endomorphism of X, then, for every natural 
number n, every morphism f : X” -+ X is either a constant morphism or a projection. 
Hence the clones of such objects are the “minimal clones” of their underlying sets: they 
contain only the projections, the constant maps and the maps obtained from them by 
the composition and the tupling [where the tupling is the operation which forms, for 
any m-tuple of maps fi, . . . , frill : X” 4 X, the unique map f : Xn + Xm by the rule 
f(x) = (fl(X),...Vfrn(X))l. 
If X is a metric space, rigid with respect to the continuous selfmaps, then every 
continuous map f : Xn + X, being a constant or a projection, is uniformly continuous. 
Hence its clone of the continuous maps and its clone of the uniformly continuous maps 
coincide. 
In the present paper, we relax the rigidity and we show how the relation of continuous 
and uniformly continuous maps of finite powers of metric spaces can be “free”, e.g. the 
monoids of selfmaps can coincide though the clones are not fully embeddable one into 
the other (see the Main Theorem below). 
Given a metric space X, let us denote by Cont X the category of all topological 
powers X” of X and all their continuous maps and by UnifContX the category of all 
uniform powers of X and all their uniformly continuous maps. For every n, let us denote 
by Con&X and UnifCont,X their full subcategories generated by all the spaces Xk with 
k < n. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove the following 
Main Theorem. For every natural number n > 1 there exists a metric space X such 
that 
Con&_ 1 X = UnifCont,_ 1 X 
but neither Con&,X admits a full embedding into UnifCont X nor UnifCont,,X admits 
a full embedding into Cont X. 
Let us describe briefly the contents of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce super- 
extremally semirigid spaces, a modification of the notion of extremally semirigid spaces 
of [ 151, and present a theorem analogous to the Main Theorem of [ 151. Based on this 
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result of Section 2, we construct the metric space X in Section 3. In Section 4, we prove 
that really Cont,,__l X = UnifCont,,_lX and, in Section 5, we show that neither Con&X 
can be fully embedded into UnifCont X nor UnifCont,X into Cont X. 
Problem. We do not know whether the uniformly continuous maps can be replaced by 
the nonexpanding maps in the Main Theorem. 
2. Super-extremally semirigid spaces 
2.1 
Let X be a Hausdorff space, B C X. In [ 151, X is called B-semirigid if, for every 
continuous selfmap f of X, either f is the identity or a constant or f(X) C B. 
Clearly, every B-semirigid space X with X \ B # 8 is connected. In [ 151, the following 
proposition is proved: 
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a B-semirigid space, card(X \ B) 2 3. Let n be a cardinal 
numbel; let f : X” -+ X be a continuous map. Then f is either a constant or a projection 
or f(X”) C B. 
2.2 
Let X = (P, t) be a Hausdorff space, B & P. In [ 151, (P, t) is called extremally 
B-semirigid if 
(a) (B, t/B) is a closed discrete subspace of (P, t) and 
(b) if t’ is a Hausdorff topology on P coarser than t such that B is t/-closed and 
t’/(P \ B) = t/(P \ B), then (P, t’) is B-semirigid. 
The Main Theorem of [ 151 states that, for every cardinal number n 2 2u”, there 
exists an extremally B-semirigid space (P, t) with 
cardB=cardP\B=n; 
moreover, the constructed space (P, t) is metrizable (by a metric Q- with diam( P, 7) < 1 
and G-(X, y) = 1 whenever x, y E B, x # y). 
For the present construction, we need the stronger property formulated below. 
2.3 
Let X = (P, t) be a Hausdorff space, B C P. We say that X is super-extremally 
B-semirigid if 
(a) (B, t/B) is a closed discrete subspace of (P, t) and 
(b) if P \ B C P’ C P and t’ is a Hausdorff topology on P’ coarser than t/P’ such 
that B n P’ is t/-closed and t’/(P \ B) = t/(P \ B), then (P’, t’) is B-semirigid. 
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Theorem 2.2. For every cardinal number n 2 2N 0 there exists a metn’zable super- 
extremally B-semirigid space (P, t) such that card B=card( P \ B) = n. 
This theorem is proved implicitly in [ 151. The metric space (P, r) with B C P, 
card B = card( P \ B) = n, constructed in VII.l-VII.8 of [ 151 is not only extremally 
B-semirigid (as it is proved in VII.9-VII.13 of [ 151) but even super-extremally B-
semirigid. To see this, it is sufficient o reformulate parts VII.9-VII.13 of [ 151 in the 
quite straighforward way (writing only P’ with P \ B G P’ G P instead of P in the 
appropriate places - no other change is necessary!). Also the statement in VII.14 of 
[ 151 can easily be seen to be satisfied for super-extremally B-semirigid spaces. 
3. The construction of the space X 
3.1 
Throughout he paper, we deal only with metric spaces of the diameter < 1. Let us 
recall that the super-extremally B-semirigid space (P, r) with card B = card( P \ B) = 
2No constructed in [ 151 has also the diameter < 1 and, moreover, 7(x, y) = 1 for all 
x,y~B,x f y. 
For a natural number n, we metrize the nth power P” of a pseudometric space (P, 7) 
by the pseudometric 7R defined by 
7n((XO,...,xn-l),(YO,. * * ,Yn-1)) = i4)y(xi9YiL 
9 . 
In our construction, we use the following observations and notation: 
Given a pseudometric space (P, r), its closed subset B and a pseudometric u on B 
such that 
u(a, b) < da, b) for all a,b E B, 
we denote by 
the pseudometric 
a(n,y) =min(r(x,y), inf (r(x,a)+u(a,b)+T(b,y)). 
a,bEB 
Clearly, u = r * u is really a pseudometric on P and 
(i) (+ Q r and a(a, b) = u(a, b) for all a, b E B; 
(ii) for every x,y E P, cr(x,y) ~min(r(x,y),r(~,B) +7(y,B)); 
(iii) P \ B is open in (P, a) and both r and u determine the same topology on it; 
(iv) for every x E P \ B, r and u coincide on an e-neighbourhood of x for E = 
$7(x, B). 
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If ui, u2 are pseudometrics on a closed subset B of a pseudometric space (P, T) and 
uz(a, b) 6 ui (a, 6) < ~(a, b) for all a, b E P, then T * ~2 < r * ~1. 
Construction 3.1. Let a natural number n > 1 be given. Let P, B C P be sets, card B = 
card P \ B = 2N0. Let B = Uz, Bk, Bi n Bj = 8 for i # j, card Bi = 2No for all 
k= 1,2,.... Set Go = P \ B, Gk = Go U U~L, Bi. Let 
b, : P” + B 
be a bijection of P” onto B sending Gt onto B1 and Gi \ G$_, onto Bk+t for all k > 1. 
Let A = {a~, . . . , a,,_~} be a set with precisely n elements, A n P = 8. By Section 2.3, 
we find a metric space 2 = (P U A, 7) such that diam Z < 1, T( x, y) = 1 whenever 
x, y E A U B and Z is super-extremally (A U B)-semirigid. Put 
1 
A(x) = - 
r”(x, a) 
where a = (a~, . . . , a,,_~ ) and x are elements of (P U A)“. Then h is a real continuous 
function on Z” \ {u}. We define a descending chain of pseudometrics g’a on P U A 
(a E Ord) by transfinite induction as follows: 
UIJ = 7, 
(T, = inf (+b for (Y limit ordinal, 
cn=7*up forcu=p+l 
where up is the pseudometric on 
*p(x,y) =min(l,+x,y) + 
B for which b, is an isometry of (P”,Cp) onto 
IA(x) - A(Y . 
Since T(X, y) = 1 for x, y E B, x # y, we have up < 7/B x B so that the definition of 
a, is correct. By Section 3.1, we obtain a descending chain of pseudometrics on P U A. 
Since there is only a set of distinct pseudometrics on P U A, this procedure must stop; 
hence there exists an ordinal (Y such that era = on+1 = cr,+2 = . + .. Let IY denote the 
resulting pseudometric. Clearly 
b, is an isometry of (P”, Cr) onto (B, g/B x B), 
where cj-(x,y> =min(l,cr”(x,y) + IA(x) -A(y) 
Proposition 3.1. The pseudometric g is a metric. 
Proof. IS analogous to III.7 in [ 151. Since some modifications are needed, we present 
it here. We construct a real symmetric function f on (P U A) x (P U A) such that 
O~f~1,f(x,x>=Oandf(x,y)>Oforallx,y~PUA,x#yandweshowthat 
ga(x, y) > ,f(x, y) for all x, y E P U A and all ordinals (Y. 
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We construct f inductively as follows: 
(1) for x,y E AUGo, we set f(x,y> =min(r(x,y),r(x,B) +r(y,B)); 
(2) if f is defined for all x, y E A U Gk, we extend the definition on A U Gk+t :
(a) forGk+l\Gkwedefinef(x,~)=max(f(xa,yo),....f(x,-l,y,-l)),where 
(x0,. . . ,x,+1) = b;’ (x) and (~0,. . . , ~~-1) = b;’ (y); 
(b) for x E Gk+l \ Gk and y E Gk n B we define f(x,y) = f(y,x) as in (a); 
(c) for x E Gk+l \ Gk and y E A U GO we define f( x, y) = f( y, x) = T( y, B) . 
One can see easily that f( x, y) > 0 whenever x # y and 
(a) f(x, y) = ~(y, B) if y E A U GO, x E B; 
(P) _IYGY) =max(f(xo,yo),...,f(x,-l,y,-~)) fordlx,y E B, (xo,...,x,,-I) = 
b;‘(x) and (YO,...,Y~-1) =6;‘(y). 
By (cr) and ( 1) above, we get T > f. Hence (T a 2 f, by transfinite induction using 
(p) and Section 3.1. 0 
3.2 
Let us denote by e the restriction of u to P x P. Then the space X = (P, e) already 
satisfies our Main Theorem. This is proved in the next section. Here, we only present 
some immediate consequences of Construction 3.1. 
( 1) The space X is B-semirigid. In fact, (A U P, T) is super-extremally (A U B)- 
semirigid, B is closed in (P, e) and e determines the same topology on P \ B as T, so 
that X must be B-semirigid. 
(2) Let Y = (P”, Q) be the metric space where 
P(x,y) =min(l,en(x,y> + JWx> -A(y) 
A as in Construction 3.1. (Hence Y is isometric to (B, e/B x B), the isometry being 
b,.) Let 
g : X” + Y 
be a map permuting coordinates, i.e., g(xo,. . . ,xn_l) = (x+,(o), . . . ,xp(,,_l)) where cp 
is a permutation of (0, 1, . . . , n - 1). Then g is a homeomorphism but it is not uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof. It is a homeomorphism, evidently. We prove that it is not uniformly continuous. 
Since (P U A, T) is connected (see Section 2.1), we can find ci,j E P \ B such that 
T(c~,J, a@(i)) = 2-j, for all i = 0,. . . , n - 1 and j = 2,. . ., where + = cp-‘. Since 
~(ai,B) = 1, we have T(x,u~) = a,(x,ai) for all x E P U A with r(x,ui) < 3 
and all a E Oni (see Section 3.1 (iv) and Construction 3.1), hence r(ci,j, a+(i)) = 
a(ci,j,a$(i)) for all i = 0,. . . ,n - 1 and all j = 2,3,. . . . Set a = (u@(o), . . . ,u~~,_l)), 
Cj = (CO,jv. . . ,c,_l,j) SO that a”(cj,a) = maxi,o ,_,,, ,,_I g(Ci,j,~+(i)) = 2-j hence {cj} 
is a Cauchy sequence of X”. But {g(cj)} is not a Cauchy sequence of Y. In fact, 
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t?(g(Cj)tg(Cj+p)> =min(l,@"(g(Cj),g(Cj+p)) + IA(g(Cj)) - A(g(Cj+p))I) 
>min(l,12i-2j+P]) = 1 
for sufficiently large j and all p = 1,2,. . . . 0 
(3) Let g : X” -+ Y be as in (2). Then g is a uniform homeomorphism when 
restricted to any of the sets below: 
M = ((x0,. . . , x,-l ) E P / at least one xi is in B}, 
e = ((x0,. . . ,X,-l) E P 1 Xi =Xj for some i,j,i # j}, 
R(c) = ((x0,. . . ,X,-I) E P 1 Xi =Ci for some i}, 
where c = (cc,. . . , c,_r) is any point of P”. 
Proof. Any of these sets has a positive distance from the point a = (ua, . . . , a,_ 1) in 
the space ((P U A)“, 7”) hence the function A is uniformly continuous on them. 0 
4. Maps of A? into X 
4.1 
Let X = (P, Q) be the metric space constructed in Section 3. We show that, for every 
k < n, every continuous map f : Xk -+ X is uniformly continuous. First, we show that 
all continuous maps f : Xk + X are in one-to-one correspondence with suitably labeled 
finite nary trees. Hence let us begin with a brief presentation of a standard tree-handling 
technique, in a form suitable for our purpose (for a general approach, see e.g. [ 1 ] ) . 
Let n 2 1 be a natural number. Afinite n-ary tree T is a finite nonvoid set T of words 
of elements 0,. . . , n - 1 such that 
( 1) the empty word r is always in T (since I is empty, rw = w = wr for every word 
w); 
(2) if wr . . . Wk E T, then 
(a) all words WI,. . . , WI . . . wk-1 are also in T; 
(b) WI . . . Wk__ll.? E T for all B E (0,. . . ,n - I}. 
Maximal words of T are its leaves, all other words in T are its nodes. [Hence, for 
instance, r is a leaf of T iff T = {r}; T = {r, 0, . . . , n - 1) has precisely one node r and 
n leaves.] We define an n-ary operation z on the set of all finite nary trees by 
n-1 
K(&. . . ,T,_1) = {r} u u{iwl . . .wk 1 WI . . . wk c T}. 
id3 
Clearly, if T # {r}, then it can be uniquely expressed as T = H(To, . . . , T,-I) and the 
set of its leaves is in an obvious correspondence with the disjoint union of the set of all 
leaves of TO, . _ . , T,_I . The depth d(T) of a tree T is defined by 
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d({r}) = O,d(T) = max{k 1 WI . . .wk E Z’} whenever T # {r}. 
[Hence d(x(To,. . .,Tn-l)) = 1 + maxa ,,.,, n-l d(F).1 
Given a nonempty set L, an L-labeled tree is a pair (T, I), where T is a finite n-ary 
tree and Z is a map of the set of all its leaves into L. The n-ary operation x can be 
turned to an nary operation 2 on labeled trees by 
N((To,Zo),... , (T,-I,Z,-I)) = (x(To,. . . VT,-l),Z) 
where Z is the labelling given by 
Z(iwl . . . wk) = t?i(wl . . . wk) for every leaf wi . ..wk OfTi, i=o ,..., n- 1. 
Clearly, every (T, I) with T # {r} can be expressed uniquely as 
(TZ) =k((To,Zo),...,(T,-i,Z,-I)). 
4.2 
Let P, B = UFl Bj, GO = P \ B, Gj, b” I P” + B, A be as in Construction 3.1. Let 
k 2 1 be a natural number, let us denote by z-hk’, . . . ,T:“_‘, : Pk + P the projections. 
We set 
Lk=GoU{?+j@ ,..., %-pi} 
(and we suppose that the sets on the right side are disjoint). 
Now, we describe an algorithm dk which sends every &-labeled tree (T, 1) to a map 
dk(T, 1) : Pk -+ P. It is defined by the induction on the depth d(T) of T as follows: 
dk({r}, 1) = 
T(k) if Z(r) =77(k). 
the constant map with the value Z(r) if Z(r) E Gi; ’ 
if (T,Z) = 2( (To,Zo), . . . , (T,_~,l,_l)), then 
dk(TZ)=b,o&(dk(To,Zo),...,dk(Tn-t,Zn-t))r 
where t, denotes the operation n-tupling, i.e., for every n-tuple fa, . . . , f,,_l : Pk + P, 
tn(fo,~ 9. , fn-l) is the unique map f : Pk + P” with 
f(x) = (fo(x) 9.. .Y f”-1 (x> 1. 
4.3 
Now, let X = (P, e) be the metric space constructed in Construction 3.1, i.e., 
X = (P, e) is a B-semirigid metric space and 
6, is a homeomorphism of X” onto (B, p/B x B). 
In this case, we show that the above algorithm dk gives a bijection of the set of all 
&-labeled finite nary trees onto the set of all continuous maps of Xk into X. 
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(a) First, we have to verify that if (T, I) is an La-labeled finite nary tree, then 
dk(T, I) : Xk --+ X is continuous. This follows immediately from the definition of dk 
(and the continuity of b,) . 
(p) Now, we describe a procedure A;’ inverse to dk: given a continuous map 
f : Xk + X, we construct (T, Z) = AL1 ( f) . Since X is L&semirigid, Section 2.1 
implies that either f is some of the projections ?rhk’, . . . , rk__,, say T!@ [and then 
dkl(f) = ({r},Z) with Z(r) = rri’)] or a constant with a value x E Go [and then 
A;’ (f) = ({r}, Z) with Z(r) = x] or f( Pk) z B. In the last case, we can compose f 
with b;’ and then with the projections ?ri”‘. We include the words r, 0,. . . , n - 1 into 
T and we investigate the maps ?rr’ o b;’ o f, . . . , z$,‘-)~ o b;’ o f : Xk --+ X. If the map 
T!“’ o b-’ o f : Xk 
if’rr!“’ ,” b-’ 
4 X is a projection rjk’, then j is a leaf of T and Z(j) = rjk); 
J 
n o f is a constant map with the value y E Go, then also j is a leaf of T 
and Z(j) = y; in the remaining case (T;“’ o b;’ o f) (P”) C B, by Section 2.1 again, 
and we can compose the map T;“’ o b;’ o f with b;’ and then with 7~g), . . . , T:?, 
again. The procedure AL1 continues in the evident way. We have only to show that it 
always stops after a finite number of steps. For a continuous map f : Xk + X thus 
either dkl stops in one step or f ( Pk) C B. Let j be a natural number such that 
f ( Pk) n Bj # 8. We show that the procedure dk1 stops after at most j + 1 steps. We 
prove it by induction. If j = 1, then (b;’ o f) ( Pk) intersects G& by the definition of 6, 
inConstruction3.1,sothatalithesets(~~~ob~’of)(Pk) ,..., (z~~,ob;‘of)(Pk) 
intersect GO hence every of the maps 7ri (n) o b-’ o f must be either a projection rjk) 
or a constant with the value in Go and the prokdure A;’ stops at this second step. If 
j > 1 and f ( Pk) intersects Bj, then (b;’ o f) ( Pk) intersects Gy_,, i.e., all the sets 
(@‘ob,‘of)(Pk),..., ( rrJl o b,’ o f) ( Pk) intersect Gj_i = Go U i&’ Bi SO that, 
by the induction hypothesis, the procedure ,A;’ stops in at most j steps for any of the 
maps 9ro (a) o b-1 n of,...,v;_)lob,l o f and hence in at most j + 1 steps for f. The fact 
that the procedure d,’ is inverse to the procedure dk is evident. 
4.4 
Now, let k < n. We prove that every continuous map f : X” --f X is uniformly 
continuous. We have f = dk (T, 1). We prove the uniform continuity of f by the induction 
on the depth d(T) of T. If d(T) = 0, i.e., T = {r}, then f is either a projection or 
a constant hence it is uniformly continuous. Let (T, I) = ic( (TO, lo), . . . , ( T,_I , 1,-l) ) 
and let us suppose that, for i = 0, . . . , n - 1, dk( Ti, Zi) : ( Pk, pk) --+ (P, p) is uniformly 
continuous. Then g = &(dk(To, lo), . . . , dk (T,,_ 1,1,-l ) ) is uniformly continuous as a 
map ( Pk, pk) -+ (P”, 6) and b, is an isometry of (P”, p’ + A) into (P, e). Though 
the identical map (P”, en) + (P”, Q” + A) is not uniformly continuous, its restrictions 
to the sets M, Q, R(c) are uniformly continuous, by Section 3.2( 3). Hence the uniform 
continuity of d(f) = b, o g follows by the lemma below. 
Lemma 4.1. Let k < n, let 
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(T,z)=~i((To,~o),~~.,(~,-l,~,-l)) 
beanL&abeledn-arytree. Thenthemapg=t,(d~(To,Zo),...,d~(T,_~,Z,_~))sends 
Pk either into M or into Q or into R(c) for some c E P”. 
Proof. Let d(K) > 0 for at least one i = 0,. . . , n - 1. Then dk( z, I!i) is a map 
Pk -+ P” followed by b, hence it sends Pk into B so that g sends Pk into M. If 
d(To) = ... = d(T,_l) = 0, then T = {r,O,. . . , n - 1). Since k < n, either one of the 
leaves O,... , n - I of T, say i, is labeled by an element x of Go [and then g sends Pk 
into R(c) where c = (CO,. . . , cn_l ) is an element with ci = x] or at least two of the 
leaves, say i and j, i # j, are labeled by the same rzk) [and then g sends Pk into Q]. 
We conclude that, in any case, g( Pk> is a subset of M or R(c) or Q. 0 
5. Nonembeddability 
In this section, we show that Cont,X admits no full embedding into UnifContX and 
vice versa. 
5.1 
Thus, let us suppose that there exists a full faithful functor 
@ : Con&X + UnifCont X. 
Then, for every i= l,..., n, @(X’) is a Cartesian power of X, say X”‘, Lyi a positive 
cardinal number. 
(a) First, notice that @ sends any constant endomorphism of an object Xi in Con&X 
on a constant endomorphism of X@ in UnifCont X. In fact, constant endomorphisms 
are precisely the left zero’s of the endomorphism monoids in question. 
(b) This implies that there are bijections gi : P’ + Pa1 of Pi onto Pa1 such that 
&of=@(f) 0% and g;‘of’=@-‘(f) .gZ7’ 
for all i,j E (1,. . . , n} and every continuous f : Xi -t Xi and uniformly continuous 
f’ : Xai -_t Xaj. 
(c) Analogously to [ 151, let us say that a point y of an object Y of a concrete 
category is its rigid point if, for every endomophism f of Y with y E f(Y), the map f 
is either identical or constant. 
In our concrete case, no point x E Xi is a rigid point of X’ both in Cont X and in 
UnifCont X whenever i > 1. (In fact, an arbitrary projection Xi + X followed by a 
suitable insertion X + Xi gives a nonconstant nonidentical endomorphism f of X’ with 
x E f(X’).) On the other hand, Go = P \ B is precisely the set of all rigid points of 
X, both in Cont X and in UnifCont X. (In fact, since X is B-semirigid, every x E GO 
is a rigid point of X. If x E B, then it is not a rigid point of X because h = b, 0 f 
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is a nonconstant nonidentical uniformly continuous map with x E h(X) for suitable 
insertion f : P -+ P”.) 
(d) The rigidity of points, being defined only by means of the constants, the identity 
and the composition of morphisms, must be preserved by our bijections gi : P’ -+ P”!, 
i= I,... , n. This implies that (~1 = 1 and gl : P + P sends Go (hence B = P \ GO) 
onto itself. 
(e) Since there are precisely i distinct surjective morphisms X’ 4 X in Cont,X 
(namely the projections, see Section 2.1)) the same must be true in UnifCont X for 
X”l -+ X”1 = X. We conclude that LY; = i and @ is identical on X, . . . , X”. 
(f) Finally, the statement 
there exists a morphism of X” onto B 
is fulfilled in Cont X, the map 6, has this property. Hence this statement must be true 
in UnifCont X. We show that this is a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.1. There exists no uniformly continuous map of X” onto (B, Q/B x B). 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a uniformly continuous map g : (P”, Q” ) -+ 
(B, Q/B x B). We compose it with b;’ which is an isometry of (B, Q/B x B) onto 
(P”,min(l,@+A)) sothat6;‘og:(P”,~“) --+ (P”, min( 1, p” + A) ) is a surjective 
uniformly continuous map. Since (P, e) is B-semirigid, every rrj”’ ob;’ og : (P”, e”) + 
(P, e) must be either a projection or a constant or it sends (P”, e”) into B, by Section 
2.1. This implies that b;’ o g, being surjective, can only permute coordinates. But no 
such map is uniformly continuous, by Section 3.2( 2). q 
5.2 
In Section 5.1, we proved that Con&X cannot be fully embedded into UnifCont X. 
Now, we show that UnifCont,,X admits no full embedding into Cont X. Thus, let us 
suppose that there exists a full faithful functor 
@ : UnifCont,X -+ Cont X. 
We put X”l = @(X’), i = 1,. . . ,n. Now, we can use the same reasoning as in Section 
5.1, (a)-(e) and we get that @(Xi) = Xi for i = 1,. . . , n. Hence Qi, being full and 
faithful, is an isomorphism of UnifCont,X onto Cont,X which contradicts to Section 
5.1. 
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